
AMCAT Normalisation, Architecture, Indexing Questions 

Question 1: Which of the following one is not true? 

A. A relation is in BCNF if it is 4NF 

B. BCNF is stricter than 3NF 

C. A relation is BCNF is ever determinant of a relation is candidate key 

D. All of these 

Answer: Option D 

Question 2: Which forms are based on the concept of functional dependency: a) b) 2NF c) 3NF d) 4NF 

A. 1NF 

B. 2NF 

C. 3NF 

D. 4NF 

Answer: Option C 

Explanation: The table is in 3NF if every non-prime attribute of R is non-transitively dependent (i.e. 

directly dependent) on every superkey of R. 

Question 3: A BCNF is: 

A. Loss less join and dependency preserving 

B. Loss less join and not dependency preserving 

C. Not loss less join and dependency preserving 

D. None of these 

Answer: Option B 

Question 4: Tables in second normal form (2NF): 

A. Eliminate all hidden dependencies 

B. Eliminate the possibility of a insertion anomalies 

C. Have a composite key 

D. Have all non key fields depend on the whole primary key 

Answer: Option A 

Explanation: The relation in second normal form is also in first normal form and no partial dependencies 

on any column in primary key. 

Question 5: What does isolation in Acid rules for transaction in database mean? 

A. Either the effects of whole transaction is reflected on database or database is rolled back to its 

original state 

B. No transaction can interfere in the end result of another transaction 

C. Effects of a successful transaction must persist in a database 

D. Every individual transaction must leave database in a cosistent state .maintaining the integrity of the 

database 

Answer: Option B 



Question 6: What does isolation in Acid rules for transaction in database mean? 

A. Either the effects of whole transaction is reflected on database or database is rolled back to its 

original state 

B. No transaction can interfere in the end result of another transaction 

C. Effects of a successful transaction must persist in a database 

D. Every individual transaction must leave database in a cosistent state .maintaining the integrity of the 

database 

Answer: Option B 

Question 7: Amit hs some knowledge about database normalisation.He has created a table “customer”, 

which has the following characteristics. 1)Table has transitive dependencies. 2)there are no partial 

dependencies in the table 3)There is no column with redundant data in the table In which normal form 

is the table? 

A. 1NF 

B. 2NF 

C. 3NF 

D. BCNF 

Answer: Option B 

Question 8: What does isolation in Acid rules for the transaction in database mean? 

A. Either the effects of whole transaction is reflected on database or database is rolled back to its 

original state 

B. No transaction can interfere in the end result of another transaction 

C. Effects of a successful transaction must persist in a database 

D. Every individual transaction must leave database in a cosistent state .maintaining the integrity of the 

database 

Answer: Option B 

Question 9: Amit hs some knowledge about database normalisation.He has created a table “customer”, 

which has the following characteristics. 1)Table has transitive dependencies. 2)there are no partial 

dependencies in the table 3)There is no column with redundant data in the table In which normal form 

is the table? 

A. 1NF 

B. 2NF 

C. 3NF 

D. BCNF 

Answer: Option B 

Question 10: Recovery of a database system is done to preserve which of the following ACID properties? 

A. Isolation 

B. Atomicity 

C. Atomicity and Durability 

D. Consistency and Atomicity 

Answer: Option C 



 


